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Urdu transcript: 

 
��7-6ے �-ں 5ے .ہ4ے &2'1'، �-ں *ہ!ر �-ں .-,ا ہ!ا۔ *ہ!ر )' &ڑا �#ہ!ر : �د  

hospital 
8� ہے،& � ہ!ت' ت8'، ا&8

Lady Willingdon 
!ا، اور اس وDE سے �-ں *ہ!ر �-ں ہ� رہ'۔ &ہCA'ل، ا�1A@ہ سے �5ے )ے &=,، �-ں �-ں .-,ا ہ

�-ں ا.Hے  
parents 

�-ں � )A رہ'۔ .')26'ن �-ں ز1'دہ A8Jوں �-ں  A8J ے( 
joint family system 

�-ں � )A رہ'۔ �-Aے &-!Tّ& Uے اور ہR سQ ا.Hے وال,O1 )ے A8J ہ!ت' ہے۔  Rس6ٹ ��-ں &8� اس
�-Aے &Tّے چ8!ٹے ت8ے �-ں � )A اتAے، Q7 س'ل Z( ہ!ۓ۔ A1\. ]^'رہ A( � 5ے Rاور 1ہ-ں ہ 

 UA-�ت! ہR ل!گ سQ �رام سے رہ2ے ت8ے۔ اس )ے &=, 7-6ے ل!گ &ڑے ہ!تے Jۓ، )-!5@ہ 
وال,ہ ت8-ں، �-Aا اe1 &8'ئ ت8'، ہے &4@ہ، اور ہc5'. R ل!گ۔ C'*5@ہ ہb'را &ہD &ڑا A8J ہے، اس 

�-ں چ'ر 
bedrooms, lounges, TV room, drawing room, dining, living, family lounge, kitchen, store, 

 &ہD &ڑا A8J ہے۔ 
But 

8� وہ A8J ہb'رے ل-ۓ چ8!ٹ' .ڑ J-' )-!5@ہ ہb'رے &Tّے اب &ڑے ہ! Jۓ ت8ے۔ اس واسjہ & A8.
�( A8J � 4l-mہ 1ہ )-' J-' )ہ �-ں اس

backside 
8� A8J )ے س'تo ہ� .ہ ا.Hے ل-ۓ اe1 .!رشH& O' ل!ں ت')ہ & A8. A. رہ-ں A( !ہ pت8!ڑا س' ال Rہ
�( A8J � رہ-ں۔ اس )-4-ۓ �-ں 5ے اس

backside 
�-ں �-ں 5ے اe1 &-ٹH8ے )' )Abا، اe1 )8'5ے )'  r7 '1واA( A-b=ت Oرش!. e1ے ل-ۓ اH.ا A. 

AٹH1ا e1ا ،Uاسٹڈ e1ڈروم، ا-& e1ا ،OT( e1ا، اAb(ا5ے والA. ں 5ے-�ے r5 اور دو )Abے 
،OT( ،ومA8چ'ر &-ڈروم، دو &'ت 't1Auے ل-ۓ تH.سے لے )ے ا A8J 

drawing, dining, entrance 
� اور اسٹڈU )' .!رشO ا.Hے ل-ۓ &H!ا ل-'۔ 1ہ 5ہ'D1 ہ� l&!w!رت .!رشH& O'۔ ل!J!ں 5ے &ہD ہ

enjoy 
7! &8� � )ہ د1@28' ہے و �8& �ہ 1ہ� )ہ2' )-'، اور ہR 5ے 1ہ'ں &ہD .'رٹ-'ں وA-xہ )-ں۔ اور ا&8

ہے )ہ تR 5ے ا.H' .!رشO ا�1A@ہ )� }Aح &H'1' ہے۔ اور �-ں 1ہ 7!اب د21' ہ!ں )ہ )-!ں 5ہ &H'ؤں 
 D8ے 1ہ چ-\ &ہ|��-ں ا�1A@ہ )� }Aح، )-!5@ہ �-ں وہ'ں اتA~ 'Hصہ J\ار )A �1' ہ!ں اور 

-\ہ، 1ہ .H6, �ئ ہے۔ �-Aے &Tّے ت-H!ں )ے ت-H!ں ا�1A@ہ �-ں .-,ا ہ!ۓ۔ زC ،QH1-,ر اور ~4
 ت-H!ں

Seattle 
�-ں 



Swedish hospital 
�-ں .-,ا ہ!ۓ، اور ا�1A@ہ )ے شہUA، شہUA ہ-ں۔    

  
 

English translation: 

 

Man: As I mentioned before, I was born in Lahore. I was born in one of Lahore’s famous 
hospitals back then, the Lady Willingdon, which still is famous, and since then I have 
lived in Lahore. After coming back from America, I lived in my parents’ house. The 
system of extended family prevails in most homes in Pakistan. I came [back] and lived 
within [a similar arrangement in our home]. My wife and children and… all of us came to 
my parents’ house to stay and settled in here. When my children were younger, we lived 
comfortably. My mother, my brother and the five of us lived in the house. When my 
children started growing up, the house seemed smaller despite the fact that it was big and 
had four bedrooms, lounges, a TV room, drawing room, dining room, living room (the 
speaker seems to repeat himself here), family lounge, kitchen, store-room. It was decided 
that I would build a portion for myself at the back of the house, so that we would have a 
space of our own and yet continue to be part of my parents’ household. So I got an 
addition built on the back of the house, which had a sitting room, dining room, kitchen, 
bedroom, study and an entrance. And I joined two bedrooms from the old house to this 
new annex, so now I had four bedrooms, two bathrooms, a kitchen, sitting room, dining 
room, entrance and a study in the new annex. It was beautifully built, and a lot of people 
enjoyed it, and we hosted many parties here. And even now, whoever looks at it says that 
I built my annex like an American house. And I always reply: I have spent so much time 
in America, and I like this [kind of style] very much. All three of my children were born 
in America. Zainab, Haider and Aliza… all three were born in Seattle in a Swedish 
hospital and are American citizens. 
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